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Dear colleagues,  
 
We hope this all new European Art Education Bulletin finds you well. Our aim is to inform you 
about the latest news, activities, and proposals of InSEA in Europe. The European Art Education 
bulletin has been improved and developed to now include the categories of a ‘National Report’ 
(this additional by the BDK – the German Art Education Association) and an article on a specific 
topic ‘Voices from Europe’.  
 
Maria Letsiou 
On behalf of the Board of the European Regional Council of InSEA (Andy Ash, Maria Letsiou and 
Ernst Wagner) 

News 
 

 
•  Art education and globalization, 5th InSEA Europe webinar, Saturday, June 26, 2021, 10:00 

am – 12:00 pm (CET) 
 
 
We would like to announce the 5th InSEA 
Europe webinar organized by InSEA 
European Regional Council. We would like 
to encourage art teachers to reflect on the 
question of ‘how globalization influences 
art, culture and education today?’ Key 
issues can be: transcultural dialogue, 
decolonization, universalism, migration, 
intercultural understanding, restitution of 
artworks from European museums, identity 
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politics and many more. How does art education respond to these issues today?  
InSEA was founded in the aftermath of the Second World War with the universal and political 
ambition to contribute to peace in the world through education through art. We feel this 
webinar reflects that tradition.  
To register go to the Eventbrite site:  
Please send all questions to the organizers of the event: https://www.eventbrite.co.uk/e/art-
education-and-globalization-5th-insea-europe-webinar-tickets-158115101525.  
wagner@adbk.mhn.de. On behalf of InSEA European Regional Council, Ernst Wagner, chair. 
 

 
• #NarcissusMeetsPandora" 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

In recent months there have been many fruitful meetings between all partners of the 
"#NarcissusMeetsPandora" project. In a collaborative environment we have been developing a 
framework that will serve as a basis for the fieldwork. The objectives and questions explored 
include: 
a) are young people capable of producing images that represent themselves and others through 
digital technologies with confidence and responsibility?; 
b) do young people use social media to address social, ethnic and cultural diversity, to make a 
positive change for communities across Europe?; c) can teachers and youth workers feel 
empowered to use digital skills as a transformation tool that provides social inclusion? The ERC 
working group has been investigating further the areas of Visual Literacy and Digital Literacy. 
This project will develop a set of innovative arts-based tools (digital toolkit, educator's guide 
and evaluation kit) to support digital competences and social inclusion in schools and non-
formal education institutions, in an open and creative approach. 
 
 
• Report from the board of the European Regional Council and European World 

Councilors meeting. 
During the May meeting of the board of the European Regional Council and European World 
Councilors, members reflected on their collaboration and the new roles, tasks and plans that 
have developed by the ERC during the year. There was an agreement to continue to support 
and develop the online art education webinars as a regular event in the European region.  
Since the trail blazing success of the first webinar back in October ‘Post Pandemic Practice in 
Europe: re-learning, re-thinking & re-framing’ Implications for art teachers’ it has become 
common place to share good practice, to debate and reflect on challenges facing art & design 
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educators across Europe. ERC would like to continue to bring art teachers together and to 
ensure that they can play a leading and pivotal role in pushing for change. ERC feel this is a 
moment where we must come together to ensure that art teachers are supported in dealing 
with change, and offer approaches to challenge established ways of working, thinking and 
being in schools. 
The series has been deliberately designed to bring European art teachers together, to form 
alliances and share good practice for art education. We hope to celebrate innovations and 
foster interconnectedness as well as move into the next phase of response and recovery of 
Post Pandemic Europe. As we have seen with the 2nd, 3rd and 4th webinars there is an appetite 
for sharing with the art educators so we are looking forward to the next round of new and 
initiative webinars in the series. 
 

 
• Report of the 4th InSEA Webinar “Teaching Visual Arts to 5 - 12-year-old children”. 
The 4th InSEA Webinar “Teaching Visual Arts to 5 - 12-year-old children” was another successful 
and well attended education event with over 120 colleagues participating! European colleagues 
were joined by representatives from countries like the USA, Japan and Australia to discussion 
the excellent range of presentations and reflect on what can be considered best practice in art 
teaching. The presentations explored boundaries of teaching practices and shed light on the 
challenges while covering a number of compelling topics around learning for children  5 - 12-
year-old. 
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Voices from Europe 

Diversity 2.0 – Decolonizing Art Education 
 

By Ernst Wagner 
 

 
Website British Museum London. Screenshot (https://www.britishmuseum.org/about-us/british-museum-

story/objects-news/benin-bronzes) 
 

In major European museums we can often find wonderful sculptures that come from 
Africa, from Nigeria. They are of impressive beauty. Mostly made of bronze, the oldest 
are 500 years old. But, if you come to Nigeria, to the country of origin, you will not find 
such works there. 

There is a reason for this. In 1897, British troops conquered the Kingdom of Benin, which 
lies in present-day Nigeria. All the valuable sculptures, the so-called Benin Bronzes, and 
other works of art were looted, taken to London and auctioned there two years later. 
Almost all major European museums bought at that time. German museums also acquired 
more than 1000 pieces.  

About 30 years later, there were the first demands from Nigeria to return this looted 
goods. Until today, all museums have refused to do so. It took impulses to revitalise the 
discussions: An investigation by the French government, and the Black Lives Matter 
movement. Finally, after years of discussions, representatives from Nigeria and 
Germany agreed - just one month ago - to return the objects that are in German 
collections, to Nigeria.  

A museum is being built in Benin City for this purpose, supported by the British 
government. Until its opening in 2030, a German-Nigerian group of experts is working 
on a joint concept of how the history of these works can be told as a joint story - with 
common but also different narratives and meanings. The aim of these efforts is also to 
heal the wounds of the past. 
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The journey of the Benin Bronzes through time and space 

 

The processes that have taken place here are of the highest interest for Art Education. 
For this purpose, a German team of art teachers, based in Munich, has developed an 
analytical grid that works with two dimensions. One - on the horizontal axis - is the 
specific quality of the respective cultural contact. It goes from destruction (left) to 
mutual resonance in transcultural spaces (right). The second dimension (in the vertical) 
deals with the question of power. It ranges from hegemonic domination (below) to 
negotiation processes at eye level (above).  
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There are many questions from this context that are of interesting for art education. 
Some of these questions are: 

Ø Who has produced the work of art? Who owns them? 

Ø Who is able to speak about them? Who is ‚allowed‘ to speak? Who speaks?  

Ø Which perspective are the speakers taking? Which narratives do they tell? 

Ø Can the artwork be negotiated? 

Ø Which language is used? To what extent does language limit or restrict 
recognition and communication? What cannot be expressed? 

Ø Is it possible that the artwork as a (passive) object (in the western, European 
sense) become an acting subject in its own right?  

Ø Can the artwork be shared? Can knowledge in and about art and education and 
art education be shared? 

There are certainly more interesting questions. And I think this is where InSEA is called 
upon. Thus the European Regional Council is holding a webinar on this topic on June 26th 
(11am CET). 
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National Professional body: BDK – 
the German Art Education 

Association 
 

Written by Dr. Marc Fritzsche 
 

BDK – the German Art Education Association 
https://bdk-online.info/en/ 

 

Founded in 1950, the German Art Education Association (BDK) today has more than 4000 
members. While they represent various fields of art education, most of them work as school 
teachers. Due to Germany’s federal structure, there are 16 BDK state divisions and a national 
board. Given the fact that there are five different school types in most German states, we are 
dealing with approx. 80 different curricula throughout the country. This emphasizes the role of 
the BDK state boards. On the national board, our current president Sara Burkhardt is supported 
by two vice presidents (Werner Fütterer, Klaus Küchmeister) and councillors for a number of 
fields including primary education, universities and arts education. 

BDK is an institutional member of InSEA. As the association’s national councilor for 
international affairs, I am constantly trying to convince especially my school colleagues to look 
beyond national borders. This is not always easy as it does not immediately help with teaching 
on Monday morning.  

BDK fosters a lively national discourse, especially via its quarterly magazine that in fact is much 
more of a professional journal than just the association’s bulletin. 

As art educators in other countries, too, we are facing a lack of resources on all levels. Art is 
quite likely to be the first subject to be cancelled when there are not enough teachers. In the 
pandemic, this has been amplified in an unfortunate way by the National Academy of Sciences 
which claimed that school should focus on “main subjects”. Art, of course, is not one of them. 
Advocacy for art education on all levels is BDK’s most important goal. 

Digital media are also a strong focus of the association. Currently, BDK supports art teachers 
during the pandemic, e.g. by offering working groups and online discussions on distance 
learning in art education or online repositories for examples of good practice. BDK also works 
on guidelines of good training for teachers who are already in the job, and it also offers these 
trainings. Furthermore, the association supports the organization of several contests. Outside 
times of pandemic, BDK offers congresses and informal meetings throughout the country. 
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There are around 40.000 schools in Germany and not all of them have trained art teachers. 
Thus, a substantial amount of art lessons is given by non-art teachers. Due to a general lack of 
teachers in the past years, many career changers have made their way into schools. Many of 
them have spent very limited time in teacher training.  

There are more than 50 universities and art academies in Germany that offer courses in art 
teacher training. In most cases, these consist of Bachelor and Master Studies in art and a 
second subject. This is followed by a phase of approximately 18 months with rather intense 
training in schools (“Referendariat”).  
 


